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LOST CLOTHING BOOKS

Seven hundred thousand people lost their clothing books and asked for

new ones in the first year of clothes rationing, Many of these books

nay have been destroyed by enemy action or fire, but a largo number were

probably found and used by unscrupulous people who thus got a double share

of the clothes ration*

That is why the Board of Trade have today issued, a warning that if you

lose your new 1943/44 clothing book you will not automatically be able to

get a new one. Only in very special circumstances will replacement of

lost clothing coupons be made.

So look after yourclothing book. Keep it locked in a drawer when

you have not actually planned to spend coupons on something really

necessary. This will not only help to keep the book from getting stolen

but will also help you net to spend coupons impulsively on something you

fancy but don’t really need.

If you do lose your clothing book, this is what you do, first -

of course - look everywhere for it, unless you have lost your now clothing
book by bombing, wait a fortnight for the book to turn up at the Food

Office where people who find lost books are asked to take them. Then go

to the Local Food Office with your food Book and Identity Card, (if
you are going on behalf of someone else who has lost a clothing book, you

must take his or her food Book with you). the Food Office you will

be given a form of application for replacement of lost or destroyed
1943/44 clothing coupons.

forms of application for the replacement of 1942/43 lost clothing

coupons, now obtainable at Money Order Offices, Citizen's Advice Bureaux

and W.V.S. Centres, will not be available in these places after August 25

1943, and after that date applications for the replacement of lost 1942/43
clothing coupons will not be considered, and die coupons will not be

replaced.
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